
10 digital features to 
supercharge your 
deposits growth
Explore how a fully digital, end-to-end account opening solution 
boosts conversion, drives growth, and delivers frictionless 
borrower experiences.

Blend is the infrastructure powering the future of banking. Financial providers — from large banks, fintechs, and credit unions to 

community and independent mortgage banks — use Blend’s platform to transform banking experiences for their customers. 

Blend powers billions of dollars in financial transactions every day. To learn more, visit blend.com.
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IDV and KYC



 Manage fraud risk and 
reduce interruption 

with configurable IDV 
policies and self-serve 
red flag adjudication.


Multiple account 
funding  

 Enable account 
activation within a 

single session through 
multiple funding 
options like card 

funding, ACH, and 
manual ACH.


Counter offers 


Help prospective 
customers find a 

suitable product by 
surfacing counter offers 

after criteria for  
a premium product 
request is not met.


Card selection 


 Help usher customers 
towards a commitment 
to activate and utilize 

the new account.


Online banking 
enrollment 


Invite new customers to 
continue onboarding 

and encourage account 
activation with online 

banking access.


Digital disclosures



Deliver and execute 
account agreements 

and disclosures 
compliantly, digitally, 

and without 
interruption.

Add beneficiary 


 Bridge digital gaps by 
providing options  

to self-serve deeper 
into the account setup 

process.
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start

Account 
Funded

Complex account  
structures 


Reduce pre-application 
abandonment by digitally 
supporting more of your 
product suite, like youth 

accounts and HSAs.

Account types & 
shopping Cart 


Originate multiple 
products in a single 

session through 
shopping cart 

experiences and 
product bundles.

Save and resume 



 Reduce duplication  
of effort by enabling 

applications to be 
started, saved and 

resumed, across 
channels.


A successful deposit accounts solution can bring immense value to the relationship 
with your customers. Follow Lisa's journey as she opens up a new deposit account to 
see the many benefits of a fully digital, proactive, and uninterrupted application 
experience.


